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ABSTRACT: Antiwear composites with extraordinary tribological performances and good mechanical/thermal properties were devel-

oped by the dispersion of poly(ether sulfone) (PES) wrapped graphite nanosheets (GNSs) inside a poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK)

matrix via melt blending. The tribological behaviors and the mechanical/thermal properties of the composites were carefully investi-

gated. Compared with pure PEEK and PEEK/GNS composites, the PEEK/wrapped GNS composites exhibited considerable enhance-

ments in those performances; these were attributed to the eliminated layer of PES; this elimination not only eliminated the GNS

aggregation inside the PEEK matrix for homogeneous distribution inside the PEEK matrix but also enhanced the interfacial adhesion

between the PEEK and wrapped GNSs. VC 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2015, 132, 41728.
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INTRODUCTION

Poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK) has been widely studied in the

aeronautic, automotive, and electric industries; this study has

been driven by its excellent mechanical properties, thermal sta-

bility, good chemical resistance, and high wear resistance.1–4

However, in its neat form, PEEK always exhibits a high friction

coefficient (l� 0.4) in dry sliding;5–8 this hinders its utilization

in tribological systems. Current interest lies in how to enhance

the tribological performance of PEEK composites to extend its

applications in both academic and industrial fields.

Graphite nanosheets (GNSs), as excellent solid lubricants, have

been extensively used in tribological systems based on GNS-

filled polymer composites because of their unique mechanical

and thermal properties.9–12 One mechanism of the reduction in

the friction coefficient is the formation of a transfer film on the

counterface.13 The transfer film can reduce the friction coeffi-

cient and wear rate by preventing direct contact between the

sample and the counterface. However, GNSs suffer severe aggre-

gation because of their strong p–p stacking tendency and high

cohesive energy; this reduces the homogeneity of GNS-filled

polymer composites.

Poly(ether sulfone) (PES), which possesses a high glass transi-

tion, high thermal stability, and high impact strength, is an

engineering thermoplastic.14–20 Additionally, the aromatic struc-

ture of PES can generate strong interactions with GNSs to elim-

inate GNS aggregation. Furthermore, PES also has good

compatibility with PEEK. These outstanding performances make

PES a good candidate as an intermediate layer for GNS-filled

PEEK. In this study, PES/wrapped GNS composites were pre-

pared by the dispersion of PES/wrapped GNSs inside a PEEK

matrix via melt blending. In contrast to those found for PEEK

and PEEK/GNS composites, enhanced tribological and mechani-

cal/thermal properties were successfully obtained.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

PEEK and PES were supplied in powder form by Changchun

Jilin University Super Engineering Plastics Research Co., Ltd.

(People’s Republic of China). The melt flow index of PEEK was

26 g/10 min, and the inherent viscosity of PES was 0.34 dL/g.

GNSs were purchased from Xiamen Knano Graphene Technol-

ogy Co., Ltd. N,N-Dimethylformamide, N,N-dimethylacetamide

(DMAc), and ethanol were obtained from commercial sources

and were used as received.

Preparation of the Wrapped GNSs

First, a quantity of PES powder was dissolved in DMAc to

obtain a solution. Subsequently, GNSs were added to the solu-

tion under slow stirring conditions. Lastly, this DMAc solution

containing GNSs was stirred for 1 h at 50�C, after which it was
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poured into deionized water. The precipitate came into being

and was collected by filtration. The product was washed with

deionized water several times to remove DMAc and obtain the

wrapped GNSs.

Preparation of the Composite

The PEEK and wrapped GNSs were first premixed with a high-

speed mixer. The predispersion mixture was further blended with

a Haake PTW16/25p corotating twin-screw extruder at a screw

speed of 100 rpm. The temperature profile of the barrel was 320/

330/350/350/350/340�C from the hopper to the die. The weight

fractions of the wrapped GNSs in the composites were 2, 5, 10,

and 20 wt %. The obtained samples were cut into granules, dried

at 120�C for 4 h, and molded by an injection-molding machine

for the different measurements. The PEEK/GNSs were prepared

by the same procedure used for the PEEK/wrapped GNSs.

Characterization. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was carried out with

a Rigaku D/Max-2500 X-ray apparatus. The morphologies of

the GNSs and wrapped GNSs were characterized with transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM; JEOL JEM-1200EX) at an

accelerating voltage of 200 kV. To investigate the morphologies

of the GNSs and wrapped GNSs, the samples were dispersed in

dimethylformamide by ultrasonication, and some pieces were

collected on carbon-coated copper grids for observation. The

fractured surfaces and polished cross sections of the pure PEEK

and its composites were analyzed with a Shimadzu SSX-550

Superscan scanning electron microscope after a gold layer was

sputtered on their surfaces. The thermogravimetric analyses

(TGA) were determined in a nitrogen atmosphere with a heat-

ing ramp of 10�C/min, and the samples were contained within

open aluminum pans on a PerkinElmer TGA-7. Tensile and

three-point flexural tests were performed with a Shimadzu AG-

1 testing machine at room temperature. The rates of the tensile

and flexural tests were 5 and 2 mm/min, respectively.

Tribological experiments were performed with a UMT-2 pin-on-

disc (P-o-D) apparatus (Figure 1) according to the standard ASTM

G 99-04. The wear pins were molded by an injection-molding

machine with dimensions of diameter (U) 5 6.3 3 18.8 mm2. The

composite specimens were rotated against a 45# Cr6 steel ring with

a diameter of 20 mm for 60 min under dry conditions at room

temperature. The apparent pressure was 1 MPa, and the sliding

velocity was 1.0 m/s. The contact surfaces of the composite block

and the carbon steel ring were preworn with 900# grinding paper

and washed with acetone. We calculated the mass loss of the speci-

mens after the frictional test (Dm) by subtracting its initial weight

by its final weight after the sliding, and we calculated the specific

wear rate (Ws) of the material using the following equation:

Ws5
Dm

qFL
ðmm3=NmÞ

where q is the density of the specimen, F the normal load

applied on the specimen during sliding, and L is the total slid-

ing distance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characteristics of the GNSs and Wrapped GNSs

Typical TEM images of the GNSs and wrapped GNSs are shown

in Figure 2. These indicated that the GNSs existed in the form

of a thin film with a few ripples within the plane. After surface

modification, distinctive morphological changes were observed,

as shown in Figure 2(b), in which a rougher surface could be

detected. In addition, we found that the surface modification

had no effect on the diameter of the GNSs, and the size still

ranged from 2 to 4 lm.

The XRD patterns were used to characterize the GNSs and

wrapped GNSs, as shown in Figure 3. For the GNSs and

wrapped GNSs, a characteristic peak of 2h 5 26.5�, correspond-

ing to the (002) diffraction, was clearly detected. With Bragg’s

law and Scherer’s equation, the distance between the adjacent

graphenes (d), composed of the graphite, and also the size of

the crystal (C) were determined. Table I shows that the surface

modification did not increase the distance between the graphe-

nes. Moreover, we found that the crystal size was different

between the GNSs and wrapped GNSs. The GNSs presented a

larger crystal; this indicated a higher stacking of graphenes.21

Preparation and Morphologies of the Composites

PEEK/GNS and PEEK/wrapped GNS composites were success-

fully fabricated by melt-blending technology and analyzed by

XRD, as shown in Figure 3. In the XRD, both composites

showed that the peak at 2h 5 26.5� was still present; this meant

that the GNSs still existed in the aggregating form.22 Neverthe-

less, the peak in the PEEK/GNS composites was weaker than

that in the PEEK/wrapped GNS composites; this implied a

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the P-o-D test apparatus (left) and schematics of the P-o-D tribological tests (right). [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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more even distribution of GNSs in the PEEK/wrapped GNS

composites.

To directly display the GNS dispersion in the PEEK/GNS and

PEEK/wrapped GNS composites, scanning electron microscopy

was used to characterize the cross sections after tensile test-

ing. Without the intermediate layer, the GNSs were aggre-

gated and formed bundles inside the PEEK matrix [Figure

4(a,b)]; this was the same as listed in previous reports.23,24

As PES was introduced into the system, the GNS dispersion

was greatly improved, as shown in Figure 4(c), with a PES/

GNS proportion of 10 wt %. This confirmed the excellent

interfacial compatibility between the PEEK matrix and PES.

When the PES/GNS proportion reached 20 wt % [Figure

4(d)], some aggregations of PES/GNS inside the PEEK matrix

could be detected.

Mechanical Properties of the Composites

The tensile strength, elongation at break, and flexural strength

values of both the PEEK/GNS composites and PEEK/wrapped

GNS composites at different loading levels (from 0 to 20 wt

%) are shown in Figure 5; this figure shows that the

enhanced tensile strength, elongation at break, and flexural

strength of the PEEK/wrapped GNS composites were better

than those of the PEEK/GNS composites. Additionally, we

also found that the tensile and flexural strength of the two

types of composites first rose and then decreased when the

filler content increased. Meanwhile, the elongation at break

decreased. In particular, the tensile strength for the two types

of composites showed a maximum peak, which occurred at a

GNS or wrapped GNS content of 10 wt %, as depicted in

Figure 5(a). This was attributed to the counterbalance of the

increased surface fracture energy and the increased sizes of

the voids as the filler content in the polymer composites

increased.25,26 It has been generally accepted that dispersed

fillers inside composites can make the crack propagation path

longer, absorb a portion of the energy, and enhance the plas-

tic deformation. Thus, both the surface fracture energy of the

materials and the strength of the composites increased.25

However, a further increase in the filler content increased the

size of the voids for the detachment of PEEK from the filler,

and this initiated the main crack.25 In addition, the inevitably

increased aggregation of dispersed fillers led to a decreased

mechanical strength.24

Thermal Properties of the Composites

Figure 6 shows the TGA curves of the pure PEEK and its

composites filled by GNSs or wrapped GNSs. All of the sam-

ples possessed outstanding thermal stabilities, with a 5%

weight loss decomposition temperature above 570�C. More-

over, we clearly detected that the incorporation of GNSs signif-

icantly improved the thermal stability of the PEEK polymer. It

is notable that the TGA data for the PEEK/wrapped GNS

Figure 3. XRD of the GNSs, wrapped GNSs and 5% GNS/PEEK and 5%

wrapped GNS/PEEK composites. [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Table I. Distances Between the Graphite Layers and the Crystal Sizes

of the GNSs and Wrapped GNSs

Sample d (nm) C (nm)

GNSs 0.3431 15.71

Wrapped GNSs 0.3426 14.19

Figure 2. TEM micrographs of the (a) GNSs and (b) wrapped GNSs.
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composites were peculiarly striking: when the wrapped GNS

proportions reached 20 wt %, an unprecedented enhancement

of the thermal stability of nearly 29�C appeared with a 5%

weight loss. This indicated that the wrapped GNSs effectively

restricted the thermal motion of the PEEK chains and

enhanced the thermal stability.

Tribological Behaviors of the Composites

The friction coefficients and wear rates are the primary metrics

of performance in tribological systems. The friction coefficient is

defined as the ratio of the force that resists sliding to the nor-

mal force, and the wear rate is defined as the volume of mate-

rial removed per unit of normal load per unit distance of

sliding. A low friction coefficient and wear rate are the most

important characteristics of the antiwear material.

Figure 7 shows that the curves of the friction coefficients of

PEEK and the composites varied with the sliding time at

1 m/s under a 1-MP applied load. For the all of the materi-

als, in the sliding stage, the friction coefficient increased

remarkably at the beginning and fluctuated slightly at the

steady stage. This phenomenon could be explained as follows:

at the beginning of the sliding stage, the PEEK matrix and

GNSs were likely to be worn out from the composite pin

because of the plowing from the counterface; they became

the third-body abrasive, and this caused high friction.27

When the friction time increased, the counterface was

abraded, and the transfer film was formed; this resulted in a

stable friction process. We also detected that the friction

coefficients of those two GNS-based composites were all

lower than that of pure PEEK; this confirmed that the GNS

fillers reduced the friction coefficient of the PEEK polymer.

To further investigate the influence of the filler loading amount

on the tribological behavior of the composites, the friction coef-

ficient and wear rate of the composites versus the contents of

the fillers were measured, as shown Figure 8. When the filler or

wrapped filler content in the composites was increased, the fric-

tion coefficients of the two types of composites showed similar

tendencies: they first decreased and then increased with a mini-

mum value at a weight ratio of about 10 wt % for the disper-

sion state of the GNSs. With the addition of the GNSs, plenty

of the GNSs spread symmetrically on the sliding surface to

reduce the direct contact between the steel counterpart and the

composites; this decreased the friction coefficient. With a con-

tinuous increase in GNSs, a large amount of GNSs might have

agglomerate, as shown in Figure 4(b,d); this deteriorated the

coefficient of friction.28 Figure 8(b) shows that the wear rates of

all of the kinds of composites were higher than that of pure

PEEK. This directly confirmed that the presence of the GNS fill-

ers promoted the spalling of the PEEK, and the PEEK debris

caused abrasive wear.

Figure 4. Typical scanning electron micrographs of the fractured surfaces of the PEEK composites in liquid nitrogen: (a) PEEK/GNS 5 90/10, (b) PEEK/

GNS 5 80/20, (c) PEEK/wrapped GNS 5 90/10, and (d) PEEK/wrapped GNS 5 80/20. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available

at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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It is generally recognized that the most common types of

wear of polymers are abrasion, adhesion, and fatigue. Figure

9(a,b) shows, with low and high magnifications, respectively,

the worn surface of the PEEK produced under the conditions

of an applied load of 1 MPa and a sliding velocity of 1 m/s.

The corresponding surface was very rough, with slight plow-

ing and a little tiny debris suggesting that both the abrasive

wear and adhesive wear constituted the main wear mecha-

nism. Figure 9(c,d) shows the worn surface of the PEEK/

GNS composites. Compared with pure PEEK, the surface of

Figure 5. (a) Tensile strength, (b) elongation at break, and (c) flexural strength values of PEEK and its composites.

Figure 6. TGA curves of PEEK and its composites heated at 10�C/min

under nitrogen. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 7. Friction coefficient of PEEK and its composites versus the sliding

time. Test conditions: applied load 5 1 MP and sliding velocity 5 1 m/s.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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the PEEK/GNS composites was smoother and had a lot of

small defects. Figure 9(e,f) shows the worn surface of the

PEEK/wrapped GNS composites and shows their smoother

surface compared to those of the pure PEEK and PEEK/GNS

composites; this was attributed to the enhanced dispersion

and interfacial compatibility by the PES intermediate layer.

Figure 8. (a) Friction coefficient and (b) wear rate values of PEEK and its composites. Test conditions: applied load 5 1 MP and sliding velocity 5 1 m/s.

Figure 9. Worn surfaces of PEEK with (a) low and (b) high magnifications, GNS/PEEK composites at GNS proportions of 10 wt % with (c) low and (d)

high magnifications, and wrapped GNS/PEEK composites at wrapped GNS proportions of 10 wt % with (e) low and (f) high magnifications.
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CONCLUSIONS

PEEK/wrapped GNS composites were successfully obtained via

a melt-blending route. Within such a system, PES was used as

intermediate layer to not only eliminate GNS aggregation inside

the PEEK matrix for homogeneous distribution inside the PEEK

matrix but also enhance the interfacial adhesion between the

PEEK and wrapped GNSs. Thus, an excellent tribological per-

formance and low friction coefficient/wear rate were achieved;

this makes our sample a potential metal replacement solution in

applications such as seals, connectors, test sockets, and wire

coatings. This is important to drive down vehicle costs and

weights in the automotive industry.
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